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Word cloud
THIS VISUALIZATION REVEALS WHAT EMOTIONS AND KEY THEMES THE REVIEWERS MENTIONED MOST OFTEN IN THE REVIEWS. THE LARGER
THE WORD THE MORE IT WAS USED BY THE REVIEWERS WHEN DESCRIBING THE TRACK.
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REVIEWS
“The melody of the guitar in this song radiates a beautiful essence that leaks into the melody of the song itself. Nice and
polished, the song takes you to a setting of being on a relaxed vacation on a beautiful sunny beach in mexico and sipping on a
refreshing drink while listening to someone play the guitar. I could have this on repeat driving in my car. I quite enjoyed it.”
“this rhythm and melody are just pretty, there's really no better way to do it. the changes in rhythm and melody flow
flawlessly, and the rhythm and melody just generally pick you up and take you along with them, and it 's a very pleasant ride, I
must say :) beautiful rhythm and melody, and beautiful job very well done.”
“another instrumental perfect the speed is so peaceful. the heart pulse of this song is perfect. then the melody was built on a
great foundation. then the harmony makes your heart skip a beat. this song would appeal to many who just work and work. i
would recommend this song to anyone who works left and rite.”
“The instrumental is romantic here and it will be great for a love song or for instrumental alone. I like it a lot. It flows very
well. Its smooth. Its well composed. No lyric to comment on or singing to comment on. I feel like this is good for slow
dancing for a couple in love. It puts me in the mood and I like that. I think this piece is lovely as is but can do much better with
some more supplements of instruments.”
“I really love how slow and lovely this song starts off with the piano and guitar. It has a very soothing sound to it, like
something you would listen to, to fall asleep. I don't know who the artist is but they are great with the guitar!, This might be
just an instrumental but the vibe of it is beautiful!!. The beat is out of this world it 's so amazing, I could listen to this song on
repeat everyday and never get tired of hearing it. All the instruments were put together perfectly, I would highly recommend
checking out more music from this artist and producer. They are both very talented and deserve good credit for all their hard
work.”

“I love how all of the different sounds and instruments slowly add onto each other and come in flowingly. There's a nice blend
of sounds but it remains very structured and appealing to my ears. This track is relaxing, yet uplifting at the same time. There
are no lyrics to comment on but for an instrumental song, this is beautiful. This track is relaxing and all I have to do is close
my eyes and it this song takes me on a journey. Meditative sounds mixed with entertaining instrument playing. This is
incredible. Great work, I really appreciate it.”
“This song has an intro that made you think the song was going to sound dark the entire time, but it really went into a nice
soothing concerto. the piano sounds really good, as well as the guitar. I like the tempo and the melody alot too. The lack of
vocals made things repetitive, but it 's a really nice instrumental. The drum was very well placed.”
“Great studying music. The beat and flow is natural and very smooth in transition. It does not have quick or erratic changes
just a steady consistent flow of guitar and drums. The song allows the mind to ponder and think and has a good pace in
which it won't make someone fall asleep. Excellent song to listen to while typing an essay. Bravo.”
“Very tranquil song and melody! the sound of the guitar and piano calling back-and-forth in the beginning really sets the
mood. feel pulled into the emotion of this song from the very beginning. I like how the sound becomes more progressive
after the intro the song seems to change. Very tranquil calming music, great for relaxation or background play.”
“I believe that this song is quite good, the tempo, instruemental, vocals and other sources in the song are very catchy and
would need a little work but with a few tweeks here and there I believe that if its submitted to the radio it would become a
hit overnight. People will be scouting the internet trying to find that song that was played while driving home from work.
Really good!”
“that was a good effort by the team as a whole.. addition of drum in this song was good one and also very well drum beated
by the drummer .. singer was also giving his heart for the song.. thats was the song i wasnt able to find in previous songs just
loved to hear this songs... lyrics were also good but the composition made it all .. full credit goes to the team specially the
composer”
“I like the mystical introduction and the guitar. the piano chords maybe are not well balanced in the beginning. I believe it
need more stable background it is somehow soft and high, maybe something fuller will give a much better support to the
solo instrument because it sounds lost and alone.”
“I almost want to say the instruments do not mix together with this musical piece. IT started out with a beautiful haunting
piano that seemed almost ghostly and would be perfectly for a score for a movie soundtrack, but the edition of the Spanish
style guitar music really didn't play well with it. Then we have some bong effects that made the song even more haunting, but
the guitar still seemed out of place. The piece seems beautiful enough, just not sure if it 's ready radio for today's listeners.”
“The piano on this track sets the tone. It has a dramatic flow that is amazing as it unfolds. The music is seductive in a sensual
way. It has a night time vibe that is captivating with a dramatic flow that is lovely. It is an way about is that has a calming
effect without being boring.”
“A bit of a slow introduction but it is very pretty. It develops gradually and becomes more and more built up as it goes. I
thought the instrumental sounded a little bit muffled though and could do with some work on production quality. As it
continues i am beginning to think we are not going to get a vocalist in this track and no lyrics, and to be brutal; no melody.
The instrumental is well played and would make a lovely accompaniment but it is not very exciting. I think this track needs
something more in order to keep the listener focus, the instrumental just is not making a strong enough melody.”

“This was really a unique piece of music; sound Indian in some ways loved it. I could listen to this even though there was not
singing; that is not a problem for me because i enjoyed every second of this melody. I really do want this to be played on the
radio i felt so relaxed from hearing this.”
“This is the stuff dreams are made of. This is the soundtrack to my life. Beautiful yet with some hints of dark parts. I like this.
It seems playful , yet serious. I'm lost in the tapestry of melodies . Chords and harmonies , drums and beats. this is REAL
music. I love this . I definitely could listen to this all day .”
“I think that the recording quality is clear and the song is easy and clear to listen to. The song has potential and the artist is
quite creative. I would like to of heard some vocals though. The song could vary more with the beat and rhythm in the song. I
liked the song as it sounded peaceful and gentle. It was interesting in parts”
“Very beautiful piano to start the song off that is quickly followed up by a guitar that is just heavenly. Very melodic through
and through. Is a very good song if you want to just lie back and take a trip through your mind. Very easy to just lose yourself
in good thoughts while listening to this beautiful creation.”
“Very charming music in this piece. I think the piano music gets a little drowned out once the guitar chimes in, maybe turn the
volume of the guitar down. I think the piano music should be the main featured sound in this song. I think the way the artist
introduced each instrument through out the song had impeccable timing and sounds spot on. I love how there aren't any
lyrics, it lets me really feel the music more.”
“The piano player is very detailed and forthcoming. His fingers match the rhythm of the piano. Vocals have conviction and a
pitch range. Melodies sound well-shaped and tuneful. The instruments are powerful and driving. The production and
recording quality of this song is why it so such a great one. The artist worked very hard on this song and he deserves a
chance at seeing what happens with it.”
“There is something to be said for songs that are just music and no lyrics. That, of course, means it must have a good beat
and involved good instruments. This does. I do not listen to this kind of music all the time but when I do I usually find it more
soothing. Overall, I liked it.”

OVERALL TRACK RATING
THIS IS THE OVERALL RATING FOR THE TRACK AS CALCULATED FROM THE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF ALL THE REVIEWERS' RATINGS. THIS SIMPLY
MEASURES HOW "GOOD" THE TRACK IS OVERALL (NOT NECESSARILY
MARKET POTENTIAL).
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LOOK FOR A MINIMUM OF 7.0 TO INDICATE A HIGH QUALITY TRACK

WISDOM OF CROWDS
WISDOM OF CROWDS IS A PROVEN METHODOLOGY THAT LARGE GROUPS OF ORDINARY PEOPLE ORGANIZED UNDER THE RIGHT CONDITIONS (A "SMART
CROWD"), OUTPERFORM SMALL GROUPS OF EXPERTS IN MAKING DECISIONS AND PREDICTIONS. IT IS NOT NEW. IT IS THE SCIENCE BEHIND GOOGLE
AND DECISION-MAKING IN SOME OF THE LARGEST COMPANIES IN THE WORLD. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN TIME AND AGAIN THAT COLLECTIVE WISDOM
SURPASSES THE EXPERTS. IT ALSO MEANS THAT WE CAN GUARANTEE 95% ACCURACY IN TRACK RATINGS.

THE 4 CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO FORM A "SMART CROWD" THAT DELIVERS AN ACCURATE REVIEW ARE:
1) DIVERSITY OF OPINION: A SAMPLE GROUP OF REVIEWERS WITH
MANY DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW MAKES BETTER DECISIONS
THAN ONE WHERE EVERYONE HAS THE SAME INFORMATION.

2) INDEPENDENCE: THE REVIEWERS' OPINIONS ARE NOT
INFLUENCED BY OTHERS.

3) DECENTRALIZATION: ANSWERS ARE GIVEN BY INDIVIDUAL
REVIEWERS BASED ON THEIR OWN LOCAL AND SPECIFIC
KNOWLEDGE RATHER THAN BY A CENTRAL PERSON.

4) AGGREGATION: THERE IS A WAY OF ACCURATELY MEASURING
THE SAMPLE GROUP'S COLLECTIVE ANSWER.

